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ABSTRACT 
We describe Algorithms for Calibration, Optimized Registration, and Nulling the Star in Angular 
Differential Imaging (ACORNS-ADI), a new, parallelized software package to reduce high-contrast 
imaging data, aild its application to data from the SEEDS survey. We implement seyeral new algo-
rithms, includbg a method to centroid saturated images, a trimmed mean for combining an image 
sequence that reduces noise by up to "",20%, and a 'robust and computationally fast method to com-
pute the sensitivitv of a high-contrast obsen-ation everywhere on the field-of-view without introducing 
artificial sources. We also include a description of image processing steps to remove electronic artifacts 
specific to Hawaii2-RG detectors like the one used for SEEDS, and a detailed analysis of the Locally 
Optimized Combination of Images (LOCI) algorithm commonly used to reduce high-contrast imaging 
data. ACORNS-ADI is efficient and open-source, and includes several optional features which may 
improve performance on data from other instruments. ACORNS-AD! is freely available for download 
at www.github.com/t-brandt/acorns_-adi under a BSD license. 
Subject headings: 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Since 1992, more than 700 confirmed exoplanets 
and 2000 additional candidates have been discov-
ered". Ground·based surveys have confirmed hun-
dreds of exoplanets b~- measuring t he periodic ra-
dial yelocity shifts they induce in their host stars 
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(e.g., Vogt et a1. 2000; Queloz et al. 2000; Tinne~· et a1. 
2001; Mayor et a1. 2003) or by mea.suring photomet-
ric variations as they tra.nsit their host stars (e.g. , 
Alonso et a1. 2004; Bakos et a1. 2004; McCullough et a1. 
2005; Pollacco et a1. 2006; Charbonneau et a1. 2009). In 
space, NASA's Kepkr satellite (Borucki et a1. 2010) has 
identified more than 2000 candidate transiting exoplan-
ets. These indirect methods are sensitive to short-period 
exoplanets: the magnitude of a radial velocity signal and 
the probability of a transit both decrease with separa-
t ion. These methods also generally require observations 
over several orbital periods, making them impractical for 
detecting exoplanets wit h periods of more than a few 
years. 
Direct imaging surveys, made possible by advances in 
adaptive optics, infrared detectors, and image process-
ing algorithms, are now complementing transit and ra-
dial velocity surveys, identifying giant exoplanets tens of 
astronomical units (AU) from their host stars. Ground-
based high-contrast imaging surveys have shown that 
these giant exoplanets are rare (e.g. , Biller et a1. 2007; 
Lafreniere et al. 2007a), ar.d are beginning to constrain 
models of exoplanet and exoplanetary system formation 
and evolution (Janson et a1. 2012). 
Large-scale direct-imaging surveys rely on sophisti-
cated image processing to search for faint companions 
around bright stars. In addition to the usual bias, 
fiat-field, and distortion corrections, these surveys must 
model and subtract the stell"" point·spread function 
(PSF). Most surveys use Angular Differential Imaging 
(ADI) to make this task easier. As the Earth rotates, 
the orientation of the field-of-view (FO\-) of an altitude-
azimuth telescope (and thus of the PSF on the detector) 
changes relative to the celestial north. Features of the 
https://ntrs.nasa.gov/search.jsp?R=20130009909 2019-08-31T00:00:32+00:00Z
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PSF due to the instrument, such as telescope spiders 
and the diffraction pattern, appear to rotate relative to 
any faint companion. 
The firs t algorithms to take advantage of ADI used 
s impl£ techniques to model the PSF, like taking the me-
dian of a sequence of exposures (Marois et a1. 2006). 
More recently, algorithms like the Locally Optimized 
Combination of Images (LOCI, Lafreniere et a1. 2007b) 
model the PSF locall), while principal component 
analysis (PCA)-based technique. (Soummer et al. 2012; 
Amara & Quanz 2012) model it globally. These more so-
phisticated algorithms can offer a factor of ...... 2 or more 
improvement in sensitivity over simple ADI reductions. 
In this paper, ... e present Algorithms for Cali bra,. 
t ion, Optimized Registration, and Nulling t he Star in 
Angular DOfferential Imaging (ACORNS-ADI) , a soft-
ware package to analyze AD! data for the SEEDS 
survey (see Tamura 2009), a five-year direct imag-
ing survey using the HiCIAO instrument (Hayano et a1. 
2008) on the Subaru Telescope. We discuss each 
non-trivial step of the reduction process, from the 
bias and flat-field corrections to PSF modeling to 
the final sensitivity analysis. ACORNS-AD! is paral-
leiized, open-source, and freely available for download at 
vww.github,com/ t-brandt/acorns-adi under a BSD 
lieeDS€. 
2. AD! DATA REDUCTION IN SEEDS 
In order to take advantage of the field rotation in ADI, 
a seriES of short exposures is taken, with minimal . field 
rotation during each individual exposure. The central 
star is usually allowed to saturate in order to increase 
the observing efficiency and limit the amount of read 
noise for a given number of companion photons. A. typi-
cal high-contrast AD! dataset thus consists of a series of 
short, sequential exposures with a saturated central star. 
The data reduction process searches for point sources in 
the image sequence. While it is also possible to ana-
lyze extended structures, like disks, using ADI reduction 
techniques (e.g. Liu 2004; Thalmann et a1. 2011) , it is far 
more difficult to interpret the final processed images (see 
Section 5.1). A detailed discussion of extended sources 
in AD! is beyond the scope of this paper . 
A reduction of a high-contrast ADI image sequence 
proceeds in several steps: 
1. Correct for t he bias, flat-field each image; 
2. Correct the image distortion (if necessary); 
3. Register the frames (if necessary); 
4. Model and subtract the PSF of the central star; 
5. Rotate each frame to align it to the celestial north; 
6. Combine the sequence of images; 
7. Search for point sources; and 
8. Produce a sensitivity map. 
Each step in the reduction impacts the sensitiv it.r of the 
final combined image. Optimizing and characterizing 
this sensith-ity is critical for understanding the incidence 
and properties of substellar companions. 
Some of the steps listed ' above, such as the distortion 
correction (once the distortion map is knm· ... n!) and the 
rotation to a common frame, are trivial. Others are sur-
prisingly difficult, or can be optimized to give significant 
improvements in sensitivity. For exarr.ple, a one-pixel 
root-mean-square scatter in the image registratio!l can 
degrade sensitivity by ~20% (Section 5.2), as can the use 
of the, median intensitv, rather than a trimmed mean, to 
combine a sequence of images (Section 6.1). 
Figure 1 shm,·s a sample SEEDS dataset t hrough the 
above sequence of steps as processed by ACORNS-ADI. 
The first frame shows the central 5" x 5" of a 20" x 20" 
sample raw image, while the second frame shows the ef-
fect of correcting for the bias (Section 3.1), fiat-fielding, 
and hot pixel masking (Section 3.2). The third frame 
shows the same image after correcting for field distortion 
(Section 3.3) and registering to the PSF centroid (Section 
4). The first frame on the second line shows the residuals 
after subtracting the stellar PSF using the LOCI algo-
rithm (Section 5.2, Appendix A); the next frame shows 
the combined image from an ADI sequence (Section 6.1, 
Appendix B) convol\"ed with a circular (1.'05 aperture 
(Section 6.2) and normalized by the radial profile of its 
standard deviation. Finally, we show a radial profile of 
the dataset's sensitivity to point sources (Section 6.3, 
Appendix A). 
In the following sections, we describe each non-trivial 
step listed above. Some steps, like the subtraction of the 
steiiar PSF and the combination of an image sequence, 
appl:r generally to data from any survey, while other 
steps, like the distortion correction and bias correction, 
have features specific to SEEDS data. Our discussions of 
two of these steps, the computation of a sensitivity map 
and the statistics of a combination of images, contain 
calculations that we relegate to appendices. 
3. CALiBRATION 
The first step in the data reduction is calibration: find-
ing the count rate corresponding to zero intensity, flat-
fielding, and applying a distortion correction. The zero 
point correction and fiat-fielding are complex and inter-
related for SEEDS data, and we handle them with a sin-
gle routine. We then apply a distortion correction to the 
intensity-calibrated data. Because an ADI sequence con-
sists of many short exposures, its sensitivity far from the 
central star can be limited by calibration uncertainties 
and read noise. Typical SEEDS observations are read 
noise limited at separations ~2". 
The algorithms and discussions in this section are 
mostly specifk to data from a 2048 x 2048 pixel Hawaii2-
RG (H2RG) detector (Blank et a1. 2011). TheseHgCdTe 
detectors are becoming more common on major instru-
ments and telescopes. In addition to HiCIAO on Sub-
aru, Calar Alto, CFHT, VLT, !RTF, Keck, and SALT all 
use H2RG detectors. Future space-based missions such 
as J W8T, JDEM, EUCLID, and Prime Focus SpectrG-
graph and CHARlS, the next-generation spectrograph 
and camera for Subaru, will all contain H2RG or simi-
lar, but larger, 4096 x 4096 pixel H4RG arrays. To reduce 
data from another detector, the user would need to re-
place t his calibration module with one specific to his or 
her instrument. 
3.1. Removing the Bias 
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FIG. 1.- A step-by-step deDiction of the ACORNS-ADI data reduction process, as discussed in Section 2. The first image shows the 
central 51/ X 51/ of a 20" x 20'1 frame of raw data. The second frame has been bias-corrected, fiat-fielded, and had its hot pixels masked 
(Sections 3.1 and 3.2), while the third frame has been corrected for field distortion (Section 3.3) a."'ld registered to the PSF centroid (Section 
4). The first frame on the second r~ shcnys the residuals ir: a single frame ~ter applying th~ LOCI a1gorithm. (Sectj~m 5.2, Aependix A), 
while the next frame shows the combmed Image from an ADI sequence (SectIon 6.1, AppendlX B) convolved. WIth a Circular IY. 05 aperture 
(Sectio:J. 6.2) and normalized. by the standard deviation at each radius. The final frame s hows a radial profile, with shading to repct'"gent. 
azimut!lal scatter, of the final sensitivity map (Section 6.3, Appendix A) . 
As configured for SEEDS, HiCrAO 's H2RG detector 
reads out data in 32 channels at a pixel rate of 100 kHz. 
Reading out all 2048 x 2048 pixels thus takes about 1.3 
seconds. As discussed by 110seley et al. (2010), each of 
the 32 readout channels has its own reference voltage, 
which appears as a bias-a non-zero count level corre-
sponding to zero intensity-in raw RiCrAO data. Su-
perimposed on th.is is a time-varying reference voltage 
which is largely shared between the 32 channels. To cal-
ibrate the count level corresponding to zero intensity, \'.re 
'therefore need to fit for 32 stable reference voltages and 
at least one function. The H2RG detector pro':ides four 
rows of pixels at each detector edge, for a total of 32,704 
refere!lce pixels (the 'R' in H2RG). These pixels are not 
light-sensitive, but are subject to the same reference volt-
ages as the rest of the array, and can be used to est;mate 
the pixel-by-pixel bias. For some observations, SEEDS 
has taken data with the guide Y/indow capability (the 
'G' in H2RG), reading out only a subarray of the detec-
tor. In this mode, there is a single readout channel (and 
reference voltage) and there are no reference pixels. 
For SEEDS data taken in the normal 32-channel read-
out mode, the 512 reference pixels at the ends of the 
channel are sufficient to determine the stable reference 
voltages. The H2RG read noise is very nearly Gaussian, 
so we use a sigma-reject technique to calculate their offset 
from zero. ACORNS-AD! iterativeiy rejects 3" outliers, 
take'S the mean of the remaining reference pixels, and 
subtracts this value from all of the pixels in each read-
out channel. This calibration is good to approximately 
the read noise over v'5I2 (the number of reference pix-
els), or about 1 e- per frame. The first row of Table 1 
shov;s the read noise as measured in a series of 30 dark 
frames taker.. in December 2010 with no bias corrections. 
The difference between the root variance within a read-
out channel (27 e-) and over the entire array (52 e-) is 
almost completely removed by.- a mean subtraction using 
only the 512 reference pixels, as shown in the second row 
of Table 1. 
The time-varying reference voltage, largely shared 
among the 32 readout channels, is more difficult to sub-
tract. Moselev et al. (2010) describe two techniques. 
One of these relies on reference pixels interspersed 
throughout the detector array, which v/ould be difficult to 
implement in an imaging survey like SEEDS. The other 
technique saves the reference voltage in place of one of 
the 32 channels of science pixels. Appropriate v!eighting 
of the Fourier components of this reference voltage then 
provides a good estimate of the bias to be subtracted 
from each readout channel. 
The H2RG detector has 1/ J noise that extends from 
the frame rate, ....... 1 Hz, to a knee at ....... 3 kHz, where the 
noise becomes uncorrele.ted and the optimal weighting 
of the Fourier components falls to zero (Moseley et al. 
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2010) SEEDS does not currently save the reference volt-
age, which would require the sacrifice of 1/32 of the FOY; 
we have therefore estimated the possible improvement in 
read noise by apph-ing a high-pass filter, removing all 
read IlOise vlith a frequency ;S 3 kHz from each channel. 
Removing all low-frequency noise reduces the total read 
noise by about 10%, from 27 e- to 25 e- (fourth row of 
Table 1)_ 
Without the reference voltage, ACORNS-ADI imple-
ments two techniques to estimate and subtract the refer-
ence voltagej the user must select which to use. The first 
technique uses the reference pixels at the edges of chan-
nels 1 and 32, which provide eight measurements of the 
reference voltage every 64 pixels. We first remove outliers 
with sigma-rejection, and then subtract the convolution 
of reference pixels w~th a Gaussian, choosi:tg the width 
of the Gaussian to optimize the reference subtraction as 
follows_ 
While the H2RG detector has 1/ f noise that extends 
up to a knee at ........ 3 kHz, sparse sampling (and !'ead noise) 
limit our ability to measure the high frequency noise. As 
shown in Table 1, a perfect suppression of the noise up to 
-3 kHz would decrease the read noise by -10%, or the 
variar:.ce by just under 20%. However I a poor estimate of 
the reference yoltage can increase the noise. We can then 
estimate our fractional suppression of the read. noise as 
0_2 (",no" dv 1 
In 3000 l'H, ~ - N ' (1) 
where N is the effective number of pixels used to esti-
mate the reference voltage at each point, Vma.x oc N-l, 
and In 3000 is the value of the integral with V m '" = 3 kHz. 
Maximizing Eq. (1), we find that N - 40_ Since only_one 
in eight pixels has a corresponding reference pixel , this is 
equivalent to an effective smoothing length of - 300 sci-
ence pixels. We therefore cannot suppress noise of .2:300 
Hz, and achieve a ........ 5% reduction in read noise (third 
row of Table 1) rather tha!1 a -10% reduction (fourth 
row)_ Like Moseley et at (2010), we optimally suppress 
low-frequency read noise by scaling the reference signal; 
we find a best-fit scaling of 0_87_ 
ACORNS-AD! also implements a technlque to remove 
correlated read noise using some or ail of the science 
pixels. To give an accurate estirr..ate of the bias, these 
pixels must be uniformly illuminated_ SEEDS generally 
observes a saturated central source whose seeing halo ex-
tends out to several hundred pixels in radius (several arc-
seconds); pixels beyond this halo can be used to better 
estimGte the high frequency components of the reference 
voltage. ACORNS-AD! estimates the (uniform) illumi-
nation using the difference between the reference and sci-
ence pixels, and takes the median of each set of up to 32 
simultaneous readouts. Using all of the science pixels, 
this procedure reduces the read noise by ........ 10% over the 
perfect subtraction of all read noise of frequenc)" ;S3 kHz 
(last line of Table 1), much more than the -2% expected 
from self-subtraction. The result is nearly as good when 
using only half the science pixels, those at least 800 pix-
els from the center (fifth line of Table 1)_ This level, "'23 
e- I indicates the read noise that is not shared betT.-een 
readout channels. 
3_2. Flat-Fielding and Hot Pixel Masking 
TABLE 1 
AVERAGE REsIDUAL READ NOISE AFTER BIAS CORRECTION IN 
30 DARK FRAMES 
Zero Point Method 
None 
One Voltage per Channel 
Reference Pixels, 1I -::: 300 Hz 
All Pixels, 1I ::: 3 kHz 
Half of the Pixels, Median 
All Pixels, Median 
AH~rage Read Noise (e / pixel) 
Single Channel Entire PO\' 
27_2 
27_2 
26.1 
25_0 
23.4 
22_3 
51.8 
27_4 
26_2 
25.1 
23.8 
22.5 
For a typical exposure of - 1 to 10 seconds, the dark 
current is -0.05 to 0.5 e- S-1 , a factor of -50 to 500 
lower than the read noise. Pixel-to-pixel \'ariations in the 
dark current will be still lower. A perfect suppression of 
the dark current would reduce the read noise by ;S0_01%; 
we therefore do not attempt to correct for it, but treat 
the dark current as part of the background . 
HiCIAO shares the problem of "hot," indium-
contaminated pixeis with other H2RG detectors_ As a 
result, -2% of HiCIAO's pixels are unusabie. These hot 
pixels are stable from night-t<>-night, though because the 
detector slowly degrades v!ith time, new hot pixel maps 
must be made periodically_ ACORNS-AD! corrects these 
pixels by taking the median of all uncontaminated pix-
els in a 5 x 5 box centered on the hot pixel. Because 
the data are oversampled, this will not significantly bias 
the intensitv. We mask hot pixels throughout the bias 
calculation described above. 
Because of the short exposure times in most SEEDS 
images, cosmic rays are rarely a problem. We do im-
plement an algorithm to reject isolated discrepant pix-
els or clusters of pixels similar to the one used. by 
Lafreniere et al_ (2007b). We aggressively smooth the 
image with a large median filter, identify pixels that are 
above a certain threshold in the difference between the 
original and the smoothed maps, and mask them. 
Flat-field images are stable to -2% from month to 
month, and are even more stable from night to night. 
We therefore construct one flat-field for each observing 
run from nine dithered dome flats_ We correct the bias of 
each frame with the method described in Section 3.1 us-
ing only the reference pixels, and then meeiian-combine 
the nine dithered images_ ACORNS-AD! divides each 
science frame by this master flat after performing the 
bias correction. 
3.3. Distortion Correction 
The field distortion is the difference between posi-
tions on the detector and positions on-sky. We model 
the distortion using a 'third-order two-dimensional (2D) 
poh;nomial in pixel cordi nates relative to the center of 
the FOV; the distortion at the image center is thus 
zero by definition_ We use Hubble Space Telescope im-
ages of the globular clusters M5 and M15 for our refer-
ence images, extracting stellar positions using SExtractor 
(Bertin & Arnouts 2010). We use the same tool to ex" 
tract stellar positions in HiCIAO images_ We then fit for 
the polynomial coefficients, using Markov Chain Monte 
Carlo (Press et al. 2(07) to minimize the difference be-
tween Hubble positions and corrected Hi CIAO positions. 
This technique gives best-fit values and errors on all pa-
rameters. On a good night, we measure the horizontal 
and ,ertical pixel scales to 0.01%, and the direction of 
true north to a precision of "",0.005°; poor conditions de-
grade our precision by a factor of up to -5. Finally, 
we use binlinear interpolation to transform our image to 
the new coordinate system, which has a pixel scale of 
9.5 mas. The distortion correction is described in more 
detail by (?). 
Our corrected. images appear to be free of systemat-
ics, with the distribution of offsets between Hubble and 
HiCIAO positions being Gaussian in both the horizontal 
and vertical coordinates, and random over the FOV. The 
orientation of true :lOrth has been stable to ...... 0.03° since 
the SEEDS survey began in 2009, but the plate scale has 
changed by up to 2% due to small changes in the opti-
cal se~up and a new camera lens which was installed in 
April of 2011. Apart from changes in tbe overall plate 
scale, the field distortion has been extremely stable over 
the duration of the SEEDS survey. It is dominated by a 
...... 3% difference between the horizontal and vertical pixel 
scales and a ........ 0.3° offset between the vertical axis on the 
detector and the celestial north. 
4. IUAGE REGISTRATION 
Image registration is important both to optimize the 
subtraction of the stellar PSF and to maximize compan-
ion flux in tbe final de-rotated, co-added image. Unfor-
tunately, it is difficult to centroid saturated stars, and 
most SEEDS data bave no bright but unsaturated stars 
in the 20" x 20" FO\'. Here, we present a new algorithm 
to centroid isolated, saturated HiCIAO PSFs. This al-
gorithm performs well, with a residual scatter of 1'V}-2 
mas (0.1-0.2 pixels) for observations made in good con-
ditions, and could easily be applied to data from other 
instruments. 
4.1. Developing a PSF Template 
To accurately centroid images, we need to build a 
model of the HiCIAO PSF. Unfortunatelv, HiCIAO's AO 
system must be re-tuned at the beginriing of each obser-
vation, and its PSF varies accordingly. Figure 2 shows 
this Y8.riation in a representative sample of SEEDS im-
ages. The tOI>-left PSF is unsaturated , while tbe other 
panels each show a typical PSF of a different ADI se-
quence. The PSF varies strongly v;'ith atmospheric con-
ditions and the performance of A0188, HiCIAO's 188-
actuator adaptive optics system (Hayano et al. 2008), 
wbich itself depends on stellar brightness. To capture 
this variation, we proceed empiricall.v, ultimately build-
ing a set of three PSF templates from nearly 3000 indi-
vidual exposures of saturated stars observed as part of 
the SEEDS survey. 
We extract three templates from 3000 images by iter-
atively registering the frames and performing PCA. We 
initially centroid the frames by fitting I\[offat profiles. We 
manually remove outliers-some of"'hich result from bad 
data, others from the failure of the algorithm-and use 
a scaled, unsaturated PSF to flag saturated pixels. We 
then rescale the data to a common flux and perform PCA 
on the sequence of images. We use weighted PCA, esti-
mating the noise at each unsaturated pixel as the sum of 
read noise and photon noise, and igl!ore saturated pixels. 
\\~e now use the mean PSF and the first two princi-
pal components from this first pass to refine our cen-
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FIG. 2. - - Sample HiCL\O PSFs. The top-left panel is unsatu-
rated and includes the scale, while the other panels each repr~ent 
a typical PSF of a different object observed as part of the SEEDS 
survey. The color scale is linear with white representing zero; be-
cause HiCIAO reads each pixel twice, areas that saturate rapidl~T 
can appear white. Using the algorithm described in Section 4, we 
can centroid each PSF to an accuracy of better than 0.5 pixels. 
For the better-behaved PSFs, like that shown the bottom left, our 
accuracy improves t.o ",0.1-0.2 pixels, or ....... 1-2 maa. 
troids. 'Ye first re-estimate the centroid of each image 
by flagging saturated pixels (those with at least 70% of 
the maximum intensity on the detector) and centroiding 
the greatest concentration of such pixels. We then com-
pute the root-mean-square distance Trms of the saturated 
pixels from the provisional center, and mask all pixels 
with:n 1.5Trms . We model the variance of the intensity 
at each remaining pixel as shot noise plus read noise, and 
fit the frame with a linear combination of the mean PSF 
and the first two principal components by minimizing 
x2 = L 12 (Ii - L CXjr.;j) 2 (2) 
pix i O't tmpi j 
where j indexes the templates T (To represents the mean 
PSF) I i indexes the pixels, and 0:; are free parameters. 
We then shift tbe template PSF bv an integer number of 
pixels relative to the image, computing the best-fit X2 as 
a function of positional offset. Finally, we centroid the X2 
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map by fitting a two-dimensional quadratic, and take the 
location of this peak to be the centroid of the image. We 
then register all of the frames, scale them to a common 
flux, mask saturated pixels, weight the other pixels, and 
perform peA. We repeat this entire sequence of steps one 
more time to build our final set of PSF templates, which 
we take to be the mean PSF and the first two principal 
components. 
4.2. Centroiding Satumted Prames 
vYe centroid each sequence of saturated frames using 
the same method described in the previous section. The 
algori~,hm initially proceeds in four steps: 
1. Flag saturated pixels, centroid the greatest con-
centration of such pixels to compute a provisional 
cente::j 
2. Mask pixels near the provisional center, weignt all 
other pixels by photon and read noise; 
3. Fit the PSF templates using X2 at a grid of offsets; 
and 
4. Centroid the map of X2 merit statistics. 
We then recenter each frame and compute the average 
PSF of the AD! sequence. As Figure 2 shows, the aver-
age PSF in a given sequence of images can be significantly 
asymmetric. We therefore compute relative centroids ac-
cording to the procedure just described, and separately 
determine the centroid of the average PSF. 
A peculiar feature of HiCIAO makes it possible to vi-
sually estimate the centroid of a saturated frame. The 
HgCdTe H2RG chip is reset pixel-bv-pixel and then read 
out tT/ice; the interface computer records the difference 
between the two readings. As a result, pixels that satu-
rate rapidlv tend to show no difference between the two 
readings, and hence, are recorded. as having zero inten-
sity. Ilve therefore allow the user to interactively select 
the absolute centroid of the average of an ADI sequence. 
Figure 3 shows a sample centroid verification image; the 
innermost circle has a radius of 4 HiCIAO pixels, or 
about 38 mas. As Figure 3 indicates, it is usually possi-
ble to absolutely centroid a sequence of saturated images 
to an accuracy of at least """'0.5 pixels, around 5 mas. 
We then add this user-determined offset to each frame's 
centroid. In this way, ACORNS-AD! determines the rel-
ative centroids automatically, Y/hile the user selects the 
absolute centroid, in the form of a single offset for the 
sequence of images. 
4.3. Performance of the Centraiding Algorithm 
We measure the performance of our new centroiding al-
gorithm using ADI image sequences of single stars. The 
performance consists of the centroids' relative accuracy, 
which is complete;v determined by ACORNS-ADI, and 
their c.bsolute accuracy, which is determined by the user 
and is much more difficult to assess. The accuracy of 
the relative centroids affects the quality of the data re-
duction, but not its astrometry. Poor image registration 
will smear out speckles and point sources but wi: hout 
introducing systematic offsets. The astrometric error in 
the reduced data is thus equal to the error in the absolute 
centroid, and must be estimated b~' the user. This varies 
FIG. 3.·-- Sample average BielAO PSF from an ADI sequence. 
The user interactively chooses the absolute centroid in the average 
frame; the resulting offset is applied to each frame. The yellow 
cross shows the center of the image while the innermost circle has 
a radius of 4 Hi CIAO pixels, or about 38 mas; the image is interpo-
lated between points and therefore appears smooth. The absolute 
centroids in a typical sequence may be estimated. to an accuracy of 
,:;50.5 pixels·~ 5 mas; the relative centroids, as discussed in Section 
4.3, are better. 
from dataset to dataset but is generally ;50.5 pixels, ......,5 
mas. 
We can assign upper limits to the errors in image regis-
tration using the scatter in fitted centroid positions. This 
scatter will be due both to tracking errors and PSF fitting 
errors, which we assume to be uncorrelated. We further 
assume that tracking errors dominate the slow drift in 
the PSF position. Before the installation of an atmo-
spheric dispersion corrector (ADC, Egner et al. 2010) in 
A0188, the PSF would drift oyer the course of an ob-
servation due to differential atmospheric refraction be-
tween the visible, in w4ich the AO system guides, and 
the near-infrared in which HiCIAO observes. This effect 
was mostly, though not entirely, eliminated by the in-
stallation of the ADC. More recent observations at high 
airmass (Thalmann et al. 2011) indicate that these slow 
drifts occur at the leyel of at most a fe,,- pixels (tens of 
mas) over the course of an ADI sequence. 
As we wish to measure only the frame-to-frame fluctu-
ations in the fitted. centroids, we fit and subtract a low-
order polynomial from the centroid positions in each ADI 
sequence. An alternative approach, measuring the posi-
tional difference between successiye frames and dividing 
by v'2", gives nearly identical results. We then compute 
the rms scatter of the residual centroid positions, exclud-
ing the most discrepant 1% of points to remove outliers. 
For a true Gaussian distribution, this outlier exclusion 
reduces the variance by 10%; we correct our measured 
yariances for this effect. The worst datasets, those in 
which the PSF varies most and positional jitter is most 
likelv to be real, show a root-mean-square (rms) scatter 
of -0.3 pixels (3 mas) in both the horizontal and verti-
cal directions, or ......,0.4 pixels overall. 1-1ost of the data 
are much better; 12 of the 21 ADI sequences we used 
to build the template PSFs showed overall residud rms 
scatters of less than 0.2 pixels (2 mas), and 17 of 21 had 
rms scatters of less than 0.3 pixels (3 mas). 
Given the variation and asymmetri~ in HiCIAO's 
PSF, we allow the user to interactively determine the 
absolute centroid of an image sequence. Howeve~, the 
algorithm presented above can register a series of images 
to a typical precision of "-'0.2 pixels, or 2 mas. By cen-
troiding a map of X2 I which itself is computed only at 
integer pixel offsets, our new method avoids interpolat-
ing images or PSF templates. This makes it relatively 
fast and free of systematics. 
5. ADI REDUCTION 
The goal of an ADI reduction process is to subtract the 
stellar PSF in a way that maximizes sensitivity to point 
sources in the residual images. In pract ice, this means 
finding an algorithm which produces Gaussian residu-
als and an optimal signal-to-noise ratio for single point 
sources. 
We implement two basic tech!liques to model the PSF 
for each frame; these may be used alone or in conjunction 
with one another. The first method is to take the median 
of all of the frames to be the model PSF, subtract this 
from each individual image, and finally de-rotate and 
coadd the sequence. The seco!ld technique is Locally 
Optirr.ized Combination of Images (LOCI), described by 
Lafreniere et a1. (2007b). We discuss several modifica-
tions of the basic LOCI algorithm, some of which have 
been described elsewhere. Unfortunately, the AO system 
on the Subaru Telescope does not perform 'well enough 
in the H-band to take ad,-antage of most of these tech-
niques. , 
v..'e characterize each data reduction algorithm by its 
effective PSF, which we define to be the difference be-
tween a reduced image with and without a faint point 
source. The effective PSF varies with the choice of data 
reduction algorithm and with position on the detector; 
it is a procuct both of hard,,-are (the PSF itself) and of 
software. For most SEEDS datasets, we find that the ba-
sic LOCI algorithm offers the best compromise between 
sensitivity and simplicity. When SCExAO (Guvon et a!. 
2011), the ne,,: higher-order adaptive optics system for 
the Su baru Telescope, is fully operational, other algo-
rithms may offer sigificant sensitivity improvements. 
5.1. Median PSF Subtraction 
A simple way to model the PSF is to use the median of 
all frames in an ADI S€quence (d., ~Iarois et a1. 2006): 
The model PSF w-ill then incbde a U structures and com-
panions in the FOV ayeraged over all position angles i.. . 
the image sequence. Azimuthaliy exter:.ded sources wiil 
appea: in the model PSF much as they do in individual 
exposures, while point sources v,-m be smeared m:.t by 
field rotation. 
In this simple technique, the same model PSF is sub-
tracted from each frame. The frames are then de-rotated 
to a common reference position and co-added. Variations 
in the P SF, such as a changing Strehl ratio, will strongly 
degrade the sensitivity of the final , processed image to 
point sources. A point source itself will sufft:r from a 
fractional flux loss roughly proport ional to the rat io of 
the size of t he PSF core to the amount of field rotation 
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at its location, 
A 1 
ilos'l. ~ D Tsep~cP (3) 
where J..r/> is the total field rotation and r ~p is the angular 
separation between the point source and t he central star. 
For a companion at Tser '" I" with an H-band PSF ,core AID ~ (y"05 and a tota field rotation of 60° , flo," ~ 5%. 
Azimuthally extended sources, like disks, will be sup-
pressed by a factor 
l HflN2 1(0) dO f,,,,, (r/» - 1("') . ~-fl~/2 . (4) 
If we expand I as a Taylor series about r/>, aU of the 
odd terms vanish due to the symmetry of the inte-
gral. In other v.,-ords, azimuthal gradients, as well as az-
imuthally symmetric sources, are completely suppressed; 
only higher-order features survive a median PSF subtrac-
tion. 
The left two panels of Figure 4 show the original PSFs 
in annuli, smeared out by the field rotation of the dataset, 
and the effective PSFs after a mean PSF subtraction. 
The latter are, on average, identical to t he effective PSFs 
produced by a median PSF subtraction. The dataset 
shown had 155 exposures, with a total field rotation of 
_30°, and is typical of a SEEDS observation. The inte-
grated flux in the mean PSF subtracted image is zero to 
within 0.1 % of the flux in the ra,.- PSF image. 
~ledian PSF subtraction is simple both conceptu-
all: and computationally, and has been successfully 
used to measure the geometr: of circumstellar disks 
(Thalmann et a1. 2011) . However, as discussed above, 
t his technique preserves only high-azimuthal-order disk 
features; as a result, it is only effective on a small subset 
of the SEEDS disk sample. Furthermore, other tech-
niques such as LOCI, described in the following sectior.., 
are :n.uch more sensitive to point sources. vVe include me-
dian subtraction as an option in ACORNS-ADI but gen-
erally recommend against its use. We use it here mainly, 
as a. baseline against which to measure t he performance 
of other algorithms. 
5.2. LOCI 
LOCI, a technique for empirical PSF modeling, was 
ir.troduced by Lafreniere et al. (2007b). The LOCI algo-
r:thm models the PSF in an ADI frame as a local linear 
combination of other frames in the sequence, with the co-
efficients calculated using simple least-squares. In each 
region of frame i , LOCI takes the other frames {j} a nd 
fi ts coefficients {ai; }, eventually producing an image of 
residual intensity, 
n. = l i - Lai;I; . 
j 
(5) 
LOCI fits for the {ai;} over optimization regions typi-
cally several hundred PSF footprints-seYeral thousand 
pixels- in size_ We give more details about this calcu-
lation in Appendix A. Because LOCI uses least-squares 
fitting, the solution for the {ai; } is a linear problem, with 
the size of the resulting linear system set by the number 
of frames in an ADI sequence. 
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FIG. ~. -- The effect of ADI image processing on the original H-band "PSF (top left panel); all point sources in all panels were reduced 
independently of ODe another. We normalize the intensity to the peak in the original PSF. Lower-left panel: the effect of subtracting a 
mean companion PSFj for a Caint source, this is equivalent to a median PSF subtraction (Equation (3». The right panels show !.he residuals 
after running a LOCI reduction (Lafreniere et aI. 2007b), with (bottom-risht) and without (toJ)-leli) errors in imaging registration (1'~ and 
ulJ prio:, to the reduction. A random GaUBBian positional error of (f.'Ol , 1/6 of the PSF FWHM, reduces the flux in the effective PSF core 
by 1V2O%. The integrated flux in each ADI-processed PSF is approximately zero. The LOCI-processed PSFs are difficult to characterize 
at small radii, and at. all radii, they depend strongly on the precision and stability of the image registration. 
To interpret a LOCI-processed ADI sequence, artifi-
cial point sources are added and the data axe re-reduced 
(Lafr."iere et al. 2007b). Here, we define the LOCI effec-
tive PSF to be the difference between the final , reduced 
image with and without a faint point source. The right 
panels of Figure 4 show the effect;,"e PSF after reducing 
a sample SEEDS data.set with LOCI. The dataset, with 
155 frames and a total field rotation of ........ 301) I represents a 
typical SEEDS observation. To ensure that each effective 
PSF is independent from the others, ,'.re add and reduce 
the faint companions one at a time. We use optimization 
region.s 200 PSF footprints in size and a minimum field 
rotation of 70% of the PSF full width at half maximum 
(FWHM) as our fiducial LOCI parameters. 
As with median PSF subtraction (Section 5.1), LOCI 
subtracts azimuthally displaced copies oi a faint source, 
producing negative "wings" in the effective PSF '\".'ith an 
integrated flux approximately equal to the flux in the 
core. Indeed, the integrated flux in each LOCI panel is 
zero to within 0.5% of the fiux in the original PSFs (to(>-
left panel). The bottom-right panel sho'.-{s the effect of 
a random positional jitter on the effective PSFsj such a 
jitter could be due to unmodeled instabilities in the PSF 
or image registration errors. These jitters, even if only 
1/6 of the PSF FWH~1 in each coordinate, smear out 
the PSF cores and significantly degrade the sensitivity 
of observations (see Figure 4), emphasizing the need for 
reliab~e, sub-pixel image registration. 
Especially at small separations from the central star, 
LOCI suppresses companion flux more than does me-
dian PSF subtraction. This is partly because the best 
reference frames tend to be nearby in time (and hence 
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FIG. 5.- A decomposition of LOCI image processing. Panel a) shows the original PSFs, Panel b) shows the effect of subtracting angularly 
displaced copies of the PSF weighted by the LOCI subtraction coefficients, and Panel c} is the sum of Panels a) and b). Panel d) presents 
an additional source of flux suppression, which we demonstrate in Appendix A: if we perturb the flux in an image, LOCI will, on average, 
fit this perturbed flux with a coefficient between 0 and 1. In Panel d), this coefficient varies from rvO.S at cY.'3 to ",0.1 at 1~/5. We measure 
both errects as a function of spatial position and combine them to produce our sensitivity maps. Panel e), the sum of Panels c) and d), 
shows the effective PSFs (see Figure 4). . 
have little relatiye freld rotation). Panels a)-c) of Figure 
5 demonstrate this effect. Panel b) shows azimuthally-
displ2.ced PSF copies weighted by the LOCI coefficients 
obtained without adding a faint companion; Panel c) , 
which closely resembles the mean-subtracted (lower left) 
panel of Figure 4, shows the effective PSFs after this step. 
Because of LOCI's angular protection criterion, there is 
lit'tle intensit~- suppression in the PSF cores in Panel b). 
Howeyer, as we show in Appendix A, the addition of a 
faint source perturbs the LOCI coefficients themselves. 
To a certain degree, which varies according to AO per-
formE-nce and radial separation, LOCI can fit an~ything. 
Pane! d) shows this effect in the same SEEDS data se-
quence; at small separations, it can suppress companion 
flux by an additional factor of -2. 
These two effects, described above and derived in Ap-
pendix A, account for the suppression of companion flux 
in a LOCI reduction. Both ,"ary as a function of position 
but a:-e nearly independent of companion flux. Figure 6 
shows the results of aperture photometry on actual LOCI 
PSFs like those in the right panels of Figure 4. The erro= 
bars on individual points indicate the scatter in relative 
photometry as a function of source flux; that these are 
zero :or the blue points (those with no positional jit-
ter) indicates that the LOCI effective PSFs are linear in 
source flux. Ho~_-ever, positional jitter, whether from AO 
tracking errors or from poor image registration, can in-
troduce significant systematic errors into the recovered 
sensitivities. 
To avoid adding test sources everywhere on the field-
of-view, v:e produce a map of flux suppression using the 
method described in Appendix A. As an alternative, we 
could add faint sources to densely populate the FOV. 
However, these sources would have to be reduced indepen-
dently of one another. If there is more than one source 
in an optimization region, the effect of the sources on the 
LOCI subtraction coefficients will change (see Equation 
(AB)). In general, because the linear system will be more 
heavBy constrained, the residual intensity will be larger, 
and t he user will overestimate his or her sensitivitv. 
The orange curve in Figure 6 indicates the radial pro-
file of our map of simulated flux loss, with the hatched 
region covering a spread of ±2a. Because we do not 
compute the perturbation of the LOCI coefficients self-
consistently, and because ·~:e neglect asymmetries in the 
companion PSF, we do not capture the full range of po-
sitional variability in relath.-e photometry. However, our 
model is computationally simple and generally does an 
excellent job of reproducing the typical relative photom-
etr:v at all angular separations; it is also free of the S1 g-
tematic error that we would introduce by adding and 
reducing many point sources simultaneously. 
5.3. LOCI Refinements 
Several authors (e.g. Marois et al. 2010; Pueyo et al. 
2012; Soummer et a1. 2011) have recently introduced re-
finements to the LOCI_algorithm discussed above. These 
include reducing the size of subtraction regions to a siG-
gle pixel, masking a small area around each subtraction 
region, and preconditioning the design matrix. 'Ve find 
that for SEEDS data, none of these steps offer a signif-
icant improvement in sensitivity. The ineffectiveness of 
masking an area around each subtraction region is par-
ticularly surprising. While this refinement does reduce 
flux suppression, it does so at the cost of additional noise. 
It appears that, for SEEDS data, LOCI is often as effec-
tive at fitting and removing sources as it is at fitting and 
removing noise. Even the subtraction of a radial profile 
from each image, a component of the original LOCI al-
gorithm (Lafreniere et al. 2007b), does not improve sen-
sitivity in typical SEEDS data. 
One refinement, suggested by Marois et al. (2010) and 
Pueyo et al. (2012), does improve the sensitivity of some 
SEEDS data. Because LOCI can fit sources and noise 
equally well when given enough reference frames, it is 
preferable to reduce groups of ",100 frames at a time; 
a number somewhat smaller than the size (in PSF foot-
prints) of the optimization regions. We implement this 
refinement by adding the capability to process data in an 
integer number of groups of frames, with a single group 
being equivalent to a normal LOCI reduction. 
We introduce three refinements of our own in addition 
to those listed above: 
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FIG. 6. - Aperture photometry of reduced point sources normal-
ized to the photometry of the original PSF. The error bars are 
the standard deviations of sources of various intensitie:; at fixed 
position, while the vertical scatter of points represents azimuthal 
variatbn. The effective PSF is linear in source flux (AplJendix 
A),. but varies by up to ,,-,20% with azimuthal position. The or-
ange curve shows the ::-OOial profile of a map of fractional flux sup-
pression computed as described in Appendix A, while the hatched 
region indicates ±2a of azimuthal variation. Though it does not 
capture the full range of azimuthal '\a.riation, our estimated flux 
suppression matches the sbmlated sources (blue points) with no 
systematics. Fluctuations in the position and shape of the PSF 
core a. ... d image regist.:"ation errors, even with standard deviations 
(all', a y) that are small compared with the PSF FWJU.r (ct.'06), 
can introduce large systematic errors in the recovered photometry. 
1. Performing PCA on an ADI sequence and sub-
t.racting the first n components before apply-
ing LOCI, similar to the methods suggested 
by Soummer et al. (2012) and Amara & Quanz 
(2012); 
2. Including principal components as reference frames 
in the LOCI process; and 
3. Applying LOCI twice, to over-correct the residuals 
i.n the first application. 
V\Thile we expect these refinements to be useful with a 
highe: Strehl :::-atio, they seem to suppress noise and 
sources equally well in SEEDS data with its -30% 
Strehl ratio in the H-band. Soummer et al. (2012) and 
Amara & Quanz (2012) describe algorithms in which 
they use a library of PSF components like those we use 
for image registration (Section 4). Unfortunatelv, vfhile 
these components are sufficiently good to register SEEDS 
imagES, thev do not improve the sensitivity of LOCI. For 
SEEDS data, they are not even good enough to perform 
absolute centroiding to better than -1 pixel. Unlike a 
space telescope, HiCIAO's AO system must be re-tuned 
before each observation. As a result, the PSF variation 
from one observation to the next is generally much larger 
than the variation within a single ADI sequence. Apply-
ing an initial PCA subtraction also makes it much more 
difficult to understand the fractional flux loss, and hence 
the sensitivity to point sources. In other words, it makes 
the flux suppression in Panel d) of Figure 5 significantly 
larger and harder to estimate. 
We implement all of these refinements as optional fea-
tures of ACORNS-AD!. With the improved performance 
of SCExAO, Subaru's next-generation adaptive optics 
system, or when applied to data from other instruments, 
these refinements may become much more powerful. 
6. SEARCHING FOR POINT SOURCES 
After reducing each frame in an ADI sequence, we 
combine them into a single image and search for point 
sources. We now discuss each step in turn. In Section 
6.1, we introduce a new algorithm, intermediate between 
the mean and the median, to combine an image sequence. 
This new algorithm improves the standard deviation by 
up to 20% relative to taking the median of the images. 
In Section 6.2, we test several filters to search for point 
sources, settling on a CY.'05-diameter circular aperture as 
the best choice. 
6.1. Combining an Image Sequence 
The optimal method to combine a sequence of N 
frames (N)> 1) into a final, reduced image depends on 
the properties of the errors in each frame. For example, 
if the errors are independent and normally distributed, 
taking the mean of all of the frames gives a combined dat-
apoint with only 4N/(lr(2N -1)) "" 64% of the variance 
obtained be' taking their median (Kenney & Keeping 
1962). However, using the mean is not robust to out-
liers, and is a poor choice at small angular separations 
where speckle residuals may be highly non-Gaussian be-
tween frames. 
The original LOCI algorithm (Lafreniere et al. 2007b) 
and various refinements (e.g. Soummer et a1. 2011) sim-
plv use the median of their LOCI-processed frames, 
which may not be optimal for HiCIAO data, particularly 
in regions far from the central star where we expect read 
noise to dominate. \Ve therefore use the trimmed mean, 
which is continuous between the mean and median: we 
sort the image sequence at each spatial location, and take 
the mean of the middle n points, discarding (N - n)/2 
values each at the high and low end. "Then n = 1, this is 
equivalent to taking the median; when n = N, the num-
ber of images in the sequence, it is equivalent to taking 
the mean. We derive the efficiency of this estimator for 
data drawn from a normal distribution in Appendix B. 
The top panel of Figure 7 shows this estimator as ap-
plied to a sample HiCIAO image sequence of 155 frames. 
At small angular separations, outliers are relativel~r com-
mon and the mean provides a poor estimator, with a 
standard de\ iation -20% higher than that of the me-
dian. Far from the central star, however, the picture is 
reyersed; using the mean giYes a large improvement in 
sensitivity. At nearly all separations, the optimal solu-
tion is somewhere in between, close to the median at 
small separations and close to the mean further aV/ay. 
We expect (and Figure 7 confirms) that the relationship 
between the optimal n in the trimmed mean and angular 
separation from the central star is essentially monotonic. 
We implement a trimmed mean estimator iteratively. 
We begin with the median of our image sequence and 
calculate its noise profile. We then calcdate the noise 
profile for an image created by averaging more frames (or 
trimming fewer), and replace data points in the median 
image at annuli where the new estimator reduces the 
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FIG. 7.- Top panel: relative efficiency of the trimmed mean 
(Section 6.1) as a function of the fraction of data averaged. At small 
separations, like 11.'4 (top blue curve), the median out-performs 
the mean .--hile the reverse is true far from the central star (red 
and bottdm blue curves). However, a trimmed mean, intermediate 
between the mean and median, out-performs both. Bottom panel: 
the noise profile in a final, reduced image relative to a median 
combination of all frames (green dashed line). The blue curve 
i::J.dicated a mean of all of the framel, wbJie the black dot-dashed 
line indicates the theoretical value (~ J'2[rr) for Gaussiar. data. 
The t:immed mean (red cUIve) out-performs the median at all 
radii, and by nearly 20% far from the central star. 
variance. We repeat this step, using more frames (larger 
n) in each successive estimator, until we use nearly all the 
frames. We always trim at least 5% of the data to guard 
agair..st cosmic ra;vs and rare outliersi Figure 7 shows 
that this approximation incurs at most a 0.5% penalty 
in noise. 
The bottom panel of Figure 7 shows the results of our 
iterative trimmed mean relative to a simple median of 
the frames in an image sequence. The new image repre-
sents an improvement in noise at all angular separations, 
with a ",20% improvement at large separations where the 
fra:rr..e-to-frame noise is very nearly Gaussian. 
While the frame-to-frame noise at a given pixel may be 
significantly non-Gaussian, the distribution of trimmed 
meaLS, dGe to the central limit theorem, is Gaussian. 
Our new final image thus retains the noise properties 
of the original LOCI algorithm; in our sample dataset, 
it produced zero single-pixel false positives (pixels with 
>50- fluctuations). 
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FIG. 8. - Comparison of three detection/photometry algorithms 
for a companion at 1"; the raw SIN is the peak companion intensity 
over the noise at the companion's separation. The relative SIN is 
normalized to the raw SIN. PSF photometry gives slightly better 
results than aperture photometry, though it is best to exclude the 
PSF wings given the spectrum of noise. All three methods are 
linear to .....,1% over a wide range of companion fluxes. 
6.2. Filta'ing the Image 
The optimal filter for detecting an object depends on 
both the object and the character of the noise. For noise 
that is Gaussian and independent at adjacent pixels, the 
optimal filter to search for point sources is the normalized 
PSF, referred to as a matched filte::. In this section we 
measure the performance of three filters for point sources 
in the HiCIAO data: 
1. A matched filter; 
2. A circular aperture; 
3. A "truncated" matched filter set to zero outside an 
aperture; and 
4. A 2-dimensional median filter. 
Figure 8 shows the relative performance of these filters. 
V\-e truncate the matched filter at twice the radius of our 
fiducial 0!'05-diameter aperture to limit the impact of 
the outer wings, which can depend stronglY on azimuthal 
position (see Figure 4). We do not show the full matched 
filter, which fails to out-perform apertt:.re photometry 
even assuming perfect knowledge of the effective PSF. 
Perhaps surprisingly, a O!'05-diameter (1.2>./ D at 1.6 
.urn) circular aperture seems to offer the best performance 
of all the filters. A t~-o-dimensional median filter is not 
optimal, especially far from the central star, because the 
noise in the reduced frame is approximately Gaussian. 
The poor performance of the matched filter, on the other 
hand, results from the strong correlation of the residual 
intensity in neighboring pixels. Figure 9 demonstrates 
this correlation in Fourier space; it results from averag-
ing adjacent pixels when interpolating onto a new spa-
tial array, We interpolate each frame three times during 
the data reduction process: when applving the distortion 
correction, when recentering, and finally when derotat-
ing each image to a common orientation on-skv. 'Ve have 
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FIG. 9 .- Power spectrum of noise at four annuli in our final 
reduced image, with white noise overplotted in black/ grt:y. The 
s upprfssion of noise at small spatial scales results from averaging. 
We interpolate each frame onto a new spatiai array three t.imes: 
during the diatortion correction, for recentering, and finally when 
we derotate each image to a common orientation on-sky. The in· 
crease in power at a few AlDis an artifact of LOCI. Because LOCI 
gives :zero average intensity even on modest spatial scales, inten-
sity nefll' the central star is anti-correlated over spatial scales la.rger 
than the PSF. 
verified that we can closely reproduce the power spec-
trum of noise at large separations by smoothing white 
noise. 
In addition to the suppression of noise at high spatial 
frequency, Figure 9 shows an increase in power at a fev: 
AI D (a rew PSF diameters), particularly in regions close 
to the central star. This is an artifact of the LOCI algo-
rithm, which tends to give zero flux averaged over a spa--
tial region larger than a PSFcore. As a result, LOCI in-
troduces an anti-correlation in intensity over scales large: 
than t he size of the PSF. This also helps explain the poor 
performance of t he ful ! matched 6lter, which would oth-
erwise take ad\"3.ntage of the negative wings in the effec-
tive PSF: large random fluct uations will alao tend to be 
surrounded bv regions of negative intensity. 
6.3. Producing a Sensitivity Map 
To date, the vast majority of high-contrast direct :mag-
ing obsen-ations have not detected substellar compan-
ions. However, non-detections may still be used . to 
test models of planet and brown dwarf frequency, sep-
aration, and luminosit:v (e.g., Lafreniere et a1. 2007b, 
Bonavita et al. 2012) .. Such analyses rely on the accu-
racy of sensitivity maps. As we show in Figure 6, it is 
easy to systematically overestimate sensitivity by failing 
to include effects such as PSF fluctuations and image 
registration errors. 
It has become wideiy accepted Y/ithin the commu-
nity to estimate sensitivity by computing the stan-
dard deviation in the final, combined image in an-
nuli around the central star (e.g., Lafreniere et a !. 
2007b; McElwain et a!. 2008; Metchev & Hillenbrand 
2009; Vigan et al. 2012). To account for LOCI's suppres-
sion of companion flux, the dataset is re-reduced after 
adding laint sources to compute the fractional flux loss 
as a function of radial separation. We begin in the same 
way, computing the standard deviation of the residual in-
tensity after convolving with ou= chosen 0'!05 aperture. 
We correct for companion flux suppression using our own 
method, which we describe in Section 5.2 and Appendix 
A. 
The result of our sensitivity analysis is not simply a ra-
dial profile, but a full 2D sensitivity map, obtained with 
modest additional computational cost. As a final step, 
we multiply this map b~· the scaled aperture photome-
try of the central star in a sequence of reference images, 
producing a contrast map. 
7. USE AND PERFORMANCE 
ACORNS-ADI is easy to use, and requires user inter-
action at only two points: 
1. To start the program, select the data and calibra-
tion files , and the reduction parameters; and 
2. To interactively set and verify the absolute image 
centroid. 
The total human time to perform a reduction is thus a 
couple of minutes, and is independent of the dataset_ 
The amount of computer time required scales with the 
size of the dataset and the number of processors avail-
able. ACORNS-AD! is efficientl:' parallelized, running 
more than 12 times as fast on 16 processors as on a sin-
gle processor. A full reduction from raw data on an ADI 
sequence of 155 frames takes about 40 minutes on our 
three-year-old 16-core machine; this c'ompares with ",2 
hours of computer time and 8 user interactions to pro-
cess 1/3 as manv optimization regions v.-ith serial IDL 
software adapted from Lafreniere et al. (2007b). The 
LOCI step scales differentlv depending on the number 
of frames. For datasets of ;:::100 frames, it scales with 
Nta.me:p while for much smaller datasets it scales with Nr, . The other steps in the data reduction process, 
withtte exception of combining the images (which is 
computationally cheap), each scale iinearlv with N(ramC5. 
8. CONCLUSIONS 
We have described ACORNS-ADI, a new, parallel, 
open-source software package for reducing AD! data from 
the SEEDS survey. Most of its modules apply equallv 
well to non-SEEDS AD! data, and the entire package 
could easily be adapted to analyze data from bther in-
struments. We have introduced three new algorithms: 
1. A new method of performing image registration, 
which is accurate to ~!Y.'002, ~0.2 RiCIAO pixels; 
2. A new method for combining images in an AD! 
sequence, which reduces noise by up to 20%; and 
3. A new method for calculating the flux loss in the 
LOCI algorithm without adding 8..'1d reducing arti-
ficial point sources. 
Th""" new algorithms may be applied to any AD] 
dataset, improving performance and decreasing run time_ 
We have described and characterized each step of the 
AD! data reduction proct'8S for SEEDS data. With 
ACORNS-ADI, we will be able to process data much 
more quicklv and efficiently, taking advantage of the 
SEEDS sun-ey's design as a large strategic observing pro-
gram. In the future, we will modify ACORNS-ADl to 
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proce~s data from other surveys and instruments, pro-
viding a large set of uniformly reduced data with which 
to perform statistical analyses of suhstellar companion 
frequEncies and luminosities. 
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APPENDIX 
A: PARTIAL SUBTRACTION IN LOCI 
In LOCI, we build a model PSF for each frame Ii in an ADI sequence from the other frames {Ij} satisfying LOCI's 
anguhr displacement criterion. Denoting the intensity at pixel k in frame j by Ijk' we calculate the coefficients {OJ} 
that mbimize 
Rt = 
( )
2 
L Iik - L ajljk 
pixels k frames j 
(A1) 
wherE the first sum is over pixels k in the optimization region. The coefficients {OJ} are the solution to the linear 
system 
A·a:= b, (A2) 
with 
(A3) 
pixels k pixels k 
We can perturb this problem by adding a faint source of intensity I' to frame i, and azimuthally displaced copies of it 
to the other frames. If there are many frames, as is almost always the case in an ADI sequence, we may approximate 
the azimuthally displaced copies bv adding a source of intensity 
I~ff = I' - L OJ I; 
j 
(A4) 
to fra!I1e i. The perturbations {{3j} :n the LOCI coefficients will then be given by the solution to the linear system 
A . i3 = b ' , (A5) 
with 
bj = L (I~ - L aII!k ) Ijk 
pixels k frames 1 
(A6) 
Note that the companion intensity I' and the coefficients Pj are both linear in the companion flux. The residual 
intensity in pixel k of frame i, ~k, is then 
R;k = Iik + I ;k - L (ajljk + ajI;k + (3jljk + 6jI;k) 
j 
'" Iik - L ajljk + I:k - L (ajI;k + (3jljk) . 
j j 
(A7) 
(A8) 
Because the source is faint, we drop the quadratic term {3jIjk' The first two terms in Equation (A8) give the residual 
intensitJ- without the additional faint source, while the latter three terms give the residual intensity in the LOCI-
processed image. These are all proportional to I' ; hence, the LOCI effective PSFs are linear in the source flux. 
We compute the relative photometry of a LOCI effective PSF by evaluating the latter two terms of Equation (A8), 
multiplying by an aperture and summing over pixels (as described in Section 6.2, we use aperture photometry for the 
SEEDS data). We use a source of unit flux, 
L IIkck = 1, (A9) 
pixels k 
where a is the aperture. Thus, Lk Ijk is the flux in an aperture displaced from the PSF center by the relative field 
rotation between frames i and j. We pre-compute these fluxes as a function of position, then multiply by the LOCI 
coefficients {aj}. 
We estimate the last term in Equation (A8) by first approximating I;ff (Equation (A4)) as a Gaussian central peak, 
with several wider, negative Gaussians representing the wings (see Figure 4). \Ve then compute {Bj} using Equation 
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(A5). Because we have alread;' performed LV decomposition on A to solve Equation (A2), this step takes little 
computational effo!'t. We then compute the total flux loss within the aperture, 
La; 1 1'(6¢;)+ Lk akL{3;I;k . 
] ] 
(AlO) 
This Ellows us to compute the fractional flux loss eyerywhere on the FOV for little additional cost relative to LOCI 
itself. 
B: EFFICIENCY OF THE TRIMl\!ED l\IEAN ESTIMATOR 
We briefly derive the efficiency of the trimmed mean estimator used in Section 6.1 when applied to data with normal 
errors The efficie!lcy is inverse of the variance of an estimator relative to the minimum possible variance of any 
estimator. For Gaussian data, the mean provides the oinimum possible ,-ariance, which is equal to a 2 IN. In the 
trimmed mean, we take the mean of the middle n out of a total of N points; for simplicity, we will assume Nand n 
to be acid. We will work mostly in the space of the cumulative distribution function (CDF), in which each realization 
of the distribution is drawn from a uniform distributio!l between 0 and l. 
As a first step, we write down the probabilitv that the middle n realizations (in CDF space) are all between Xl and 
X2, with one realization each at Xl and X2 (within dx); that is, that we have (N - n)/2 - 1 realizations < Xl and 
(N - ,,)/2 - 1 realizations> X2. We denote (N - n)/2 -1, the number of datapoints trimmed at each end, bv q. We 
have 
p(x" x2)dx2 = x~(1 - X2)Q(X2 - x,)n x NCq x N-qCq x (n + 2) x (n + 1) (B1) 
_ q( )q( )n N! 
- x, 1 - X2 X2 - x, -( 1)2 1 . q. n. (B2) 
Now, given Xl and X2, we wish to calculate the variance of the mean of n realizations of the truncated normal 
distribution. We will assume without loss of generality that the normal distribution has zero mean. We denote these 
limit, as CDF-'(Xl) = "y, and CDF-' (X2) = "Y2, where CDF-' is the quartile function and Y2 > y, are both dra,,'n 
from a normal distribution v.-ith unit variance. Assuming the n realizations to be indeper..dent, the expectation value 
of the square of their mean is 
(B3) 
We imegrate the first term by parts and then integrate the second term. The inverse of the efficiencv is then a 2 / N 
times Equation (B3), equal to 
N '" ply"~ Y2) [~e-YU2 _ ~e-yU2 + 1Y' ~e-t'/2 + n - 1 (e-YU2 _ e-Y; /2) 2] (B4) 
n ~ X2 - X, V2ii V2ii y, V2ii 27r(X2 - x,) 
Yl,Y2 
N l' l' p(x" X2) [y, '/2 Y2 '/2 n - 1 ('/2 '/2\2] = - . dXl dX2 ~e-Yl - --e-Y2 + X2 - Xl + e-Y1 - e-Y2 I 
n D 0, X2-X, v27r V2ii 27r(X2- X ,) ) (B5) 
We t hen s"bstitute for p(x" X2) using Equation (B2) and e,,,luate the integral. In the limit of the median (n = 1), 
Equation (B5) reduces to 7r(2n - 1)/4n, for an asymptotic efficiency of 2/7r '" 64% (Kenney & Keeping 1962). 
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